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Ebony Jewelwing Bag
by Mary Scott Huff

Almost every time I knit a hat, I imagine what it would look like as a purse. I have 
learned not to speculate aloud about this if the hat in question is being made for any of 
the men in my life. At least not while they are in the room. Hat and purse construction 
are nearly the same, with the seams and shaping reversed from top to bottom. I usually 
work with multi-colored motifs on solid backgrounds, so while I was thinking upside 
down, I reversed that too, with a solid motif on a brightly colored background. The Ebony 
Jewelwing (Calopteryx Maculata) is a species of dragonfly native to the eastern two thirds 
of the USA and Canada. Dragonflies are said to be symbols of the Norse Goddess, Freyja.

FINISHED SIZE:
20" circumference and 9" high.

YARN:
Brown Sheep Nature Spun Sport (100% wool; 184 yd [168 m]/50 
g): #601 pepper (MC), #N78 turquoise wonder (CC1), #N44 husker 
red (CC2), #N85 Peruvian pink (CC3), #N54 orange you glad (CC4), 
#109 spring break (CC5), and #N59 butterfly blue (CC6), 1 ball 
each. Note: This is enough yarn to make both a hat and purse.

NEEDLES: 
Body—size 3 (3.25 mm): 16" circular (cir). Facing—size 2 (2.75 
mm): 16" cir. Adjust needle size if necessary to obtain correct 
gauge.

NOTIONS:
Marker (m); tapestry needle; sewing needle and matching thread; 
4 yds ¾" black velvet ribbon (2 yd each for hat and purse); 36" 
handbag strap; 1/3 yd lining fabric (optional); 10" purse snap 
frame (optional).

GAUGE:
28 sts and 32 rnds = 4" in charted patt on larger needle in the 
rnd. 
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SKILL LEVEL:
Intermediate. 

HAT
With MC and smaller needle, CO 140 sts. Pm and join in the 
rnd. Facing: Work 7 rnds in k1, p1 rib. Picot rnd: *K2tog, yo; 
rep from * around. Change to larger needle. Work Rnds 1–8 
of Jewelwing Band chart. Change to CC1 and knit 3 rnds. 
Eyelet rnd: K3, *k2tog, yo, k5; rep from * around, end last 
rep, k2. Work Rows 1–56 of Ebony Jewelwing chart, changing 
colors as indicated. Turn piece inside out, using CC6 and the 
three-needle BO (see Glossary), join sts. Weave in loose 
ends. Turn facing to WS along picot rnd and use MC to sew 
in place. Turn hat right side out. Block to measurements. 
Beg at center front of hat, weave ribbon through eyelets. 
Try on hat to adjust ribbon to fit, then tie in a bow and 
trim ends. Corner Trims: Cut 4 strips of ribbon, each 7" long, 
angling the ends. Lay two pieces tog, crossing at centers, 
pinch centers together to gather and wrap with a piece 
of sewing thread, then tie thread, leaving 12" ends. Use 
ends to stitch securely to corner of top seam. Rep for other 
side. Adjust ribbon ends, if necessary, as shown in photo.

PURSE
With CC1 and larger needle, CO 140 sts. Pm and join in 
the rnd. Knit 1 rnd. Work Rows 1–56 of Ebony Jewelwing 
chart. Eyelet rnd: Cont with CC6 only, k3, *k2tog, yo; rep 
from * around, end last rep, k2. Knit 3 rnds. Work Rows 
1–8 of Jewelwing Band chart. Picot rnd: Cont with MC only, 
*k2tog, yo; rep from * around. Change to smaller needle. 
Facing: With MC, knit 7 rnds. Loosely BO all sts. Turn piece 
inside out. With CC1, sew bottom seam. Weave in loose 
ends. Block to measurements. Make fabric lining if desired. 
Measure purse and cut a piece of lining fabric, allowing 
1/2" for seams. Note: Upper edge of lining should reach to 
picot row; it will be enclosed in facing.  Sew seams, leaving 
upper edge open. Insert lining in purse so that WS of lining 
faces WS of purse and so that to edge of lining is even with 
picot rnd. Place snap frame even with picot turning row and 
turn facing to WS (inside of purse). With sharp-point sewing 
needle and matching thread, sew facing in place over frame 
and through lining. Weave ribbon through eyelets, make 
and attach ribbon corner trims as for hat. Attach purchased 
handbag strap. -

Place stitches to be joined onto two  separate 
needles. Hold them with right sides of knit-
ting facing  together. Insert a third needle 
into first stitch on each of the other two 
 needles and knit them together as one 
stitch. *Knit next stitch on each needle 
the same way. Pass fi rst stitch over  second stitch. Repeat from * 
until one stitch remains on third needle. Cut yarn and pull tail 
through last stitch.

Three-Needle Bind-Off
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28-st repeat

2-st repeat 

Note: Carry colors loosely across
 WS when not in use. Cut and join
 CC colors as indicated on chart. 
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Ebony Jewelwing Chart

 

General symbols

Huff - Ebony Jewelwing Charts 

Jewelwing Band Chart

Repeat

k on RS, p on WS 
in colors indicated

Color CC2

Color CC1

Color CC4

Color CC3

Color CC6

Color CC5

MC




